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ABSTRACT
In a peer to peer network there is no central coordinator to support the software packages in the
network. Such network is said to be unstructured network. The project “Cluster based peer to
peer unprompted middleware” is for creating middleware for the peer network and to cluster the
peers in the network. While sharing the files among peers, query efficiency will be improved and
middleware will provides application at the run time so there is no need for having the
preinstalled file support software packages in the peer. The middleware contain the software, and
it starts sending the software during runtime for each and every peer which is in need of that
software for viewing the file.
KEYWORDS: Peer to Peer, Middleware, Cluster.
I. INTRODUCTION
The peer to peer network consists of
two or more nodes communicating with
each other lacking the need of a server. In
earlier networking concepts, the client will
converse with another via the server. Every
client will have the central coordinator that
is a server. Each client is handled by the
server. The client requests the server to
perform its requested operations. In this peer
to peer communication the node act as a
both server and client, with that there is no

need to wait for the authorization. In this the
reactive protocols is used. The cluster
algorithm is used in this concept. There is no
need for software for viewing files in the
system. Peer to peer network consist of lot
of nodes participate for its individual secure
communication. In this every system having
the same performance. Because, it is a peer
to peer network. Another one reason is
providing a network speed for all the system
simultaneously. Multihoping has been
performed in this network. Due to this the
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efficiency is improved and Search cost and
bandwidth consumption is reduced. taking
less consumption. So this network is said to
be a more reliable. Each node act as
dynamically.
Since each node do not
dependent on any other.
A cluster is a formation of nodes. Set of
loosely or tightly connected nodes are called
as cluster. The clustering algorithm is used
i.e., application layer. It is used to view the
all kind of files in run time (without any
software present inside the system). It gives
more reliability to the network user.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In the existing system, the authors proposed
MINA: A Reflective Middleware for
Managing
Dynamic
Multinetwork
Environment. In this paper applications
provided by multifunctional sensing storage,
computation and communication platforms.
It uses heterogeneous irregular networks.
Here all the peers are not gathered. So while
sending a request packet the target reach by
Multihoping. In this paper[1] tree based
hierarchical clustering algorithm has been
used, with that the elapsed time will be
increased. The project work uses clustering
algorithm and the tree based structure
decrease the efficiency. In the proposed
work this will be improved.
III. RELATED WORK
In the peer to peer network consists of large
number of nodes. These are follows a
proactive and reactive structures. if the node
are proactive means the nodes root in the
network
it
does
not
go
away
automatically.Because these are having a
stable link. These nodes are fixed by a table.
so it cannot moves indivjually.if the nodes
are follows a reactive means it travels a path
dynamically. It follows an on demand

to cluster the peers in the network.
Interesting cluster improves the efficiency. It
increases the availability of users to provide
better performance over the network.
A Middleware is a software layer, it
contains a lot of software programs. In OSI
(Open System Interconnection) model
middleware can be present at the top of the
layer
in its
networking structure.
routing algorithm. These values are assigned
during the run time.In paper [1] a reflective
middleware approach to realize and manage
dynamic and heterogeneous multi networks
pervasive
environment
have
been
preformed. It embed an observe analyze
adapt loop was achieved for accurate and
centralized
view
of
Multinetwork
environment and its structuring.
Middleware works have been
developed [2] for transmitting files in a
efficient manner. This paper [2] interest
clustering algorithm has been used with that
the nodes are grouped together to share the
files .Multihoping is performed to reduce the
bandwidth and cost.In paper [3] the
spontaneous networking has been supported
with the RAMP (Real Adhoc multihop peer
to peer) middleware. The middleware is
used for easy to support the network
transferring. This has been used for
transferring the files.A significant portion of
complex traffic is resolved with the peer to
peer file sharing [6]. This paper has been
developed for map of contents and degree of
clustering in the system. The search
processes have been significantly improved.
The cache content information and node
monitoring also implemented.
The connectivity based distributed
clustering scheme are described in paper [4].
These papers [4] have the solution of
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efficiently cluster the peers in the
connectivity based networks.In this the peers
are connected with connectivity and each
transferring the files and use the
application.With the connectivity there peers
are grouped into the cluster. After that in
this the operation is performed. The
spontaneous networking is referred as a
opportunistic network. In this the peer may
enter or leave the network because in this
spontaneous network the peer may connect
or leave these are will be developed in the
paper [3]. In these the peer uses the wireless
connectivity to transferring it files from one
to another. This makes a spontaneous
connection for the transferring. The
immediate reaction is used in many
middleware applications. The paper [5] uses
the spontaneous networking with the sensing
of networks. The previous papers mostly use
the RAMP middleware for the easier use of
middleware. The video streaming concepts
have been used in paper [9]. The main aim
of the above project work is performing the
media streaming. It has been used in the
video conference.
IV. PROPOSED WORK
The main goal of the proposed work is
to create a middleware for providing the
applications like for different qualified
nodes. The middleware having the software
packages which is used at the run time for
the nodes to view the files that was shared
by the peer.
Middleware provide the
application packages for the registered
nodes alone. For this reason the nodes
participating in the network have to create
the account at first. The middleware is also
used to handle the nodes in the network.
With the help of clustering algorithm, all the
peers in the network are clustered. So that
efficiency of the network and query

efficiency is increased and also Search cost
will be decreased.
Middleware is used as an interface which is
presented between the application layer and
operating system. With that the operating
system need not to be having a software
packages. In this project work, for the initial
connection of nodes in the network the
Middleware has been created. So the
middleware can get the information which is
connected in its network.

Middleware
SOFTWARE
PACKAGES
CLUSTER

REQUEST PACKAGES

Messaging
File sharing
Video conference
Sending documents
Peer to Peer communication
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The main theme of the project is to
cluster the peers in the network. Initially the
peers have been created. The peers which
are connected in the network are considered
similarly fortunate participants. Peers acts as
both a client and a server. There is no central
coordinator. The network is in a
decentralized manner.
Data transmission
Here middleware has been created, it
provide transmission for both source and
destination. The middleware will provide
software for both sender and receiver. The
middleware consist of all software packages,
if any node want to share any word
document files with another node then the
software is essential for share the document
files. Then it will be sending to sender and
receiver. Later than receiving the file the
receiver to be view in the screen.

Messaging
This is one kind of service provided between
the peers. Normally the messages can be
sent via a simple way. But with this system
the messages are transferred via hole. In
this, if any nodes need to transfer the
message it uses the IP address of the
communicating peer to transferring. This
will be a small kind of data transferring.

File Sharing
The whole file is transmitted in a single
time, when the peer needs to transfer the
file. For sharing the files both the peers need
the browser. And it needs the software to
view the shared files. The middleware
provides the software to view the files which
are transmitting between the peers. For
reading PDF, DOC files cluster based
middleware have been used.

Video conference
There are no chances to all the peers involve
in the video conference. With this
applications group of peers can connect with
the video conference. Middleware will
provide the software for video conferencing.

Sending documents
If there is no availability of software
for read or writes the document means then
that is a difficult task to modify, update, and
delete. So middleware helps to performing
the above operations.

V. PERFORMANCE
“MINA: A Reflective Middleware for
Managing
Dynamic
Multinetwork
Environment” is the base paper of in this
project work. From this paper [1] authors
created tree based hierarchical structure for
clustering the nodes. The files are shared
with a multihop manner. Due to this reason
the network efficiency was decreased.
Searching cost was also increased.
Cluster Based peer to peer
unprompted middleware done the work that
improves the efficiency to the network
VI. CONCLUSION
The definitive work of this project is
to create a middleware to provide software
packages to the peers in the network at
runtime and the next goal is to cluster the
peers in the in the network for giving
improved efficiency and to reduce the search
cost. When the peer transferring the file to
another peer, then that uses the middleware
for getting the applications to view the
particular file that has been sent. So here
there is no need of preinstalled software in
the peer.
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